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                                                                 BSTRACTI

he potential for matter to become self aware involves a complex interaction of variables from microcosmic 
to macrocosmic spatial- temporal scales within a highly specific set of boundary conditions.  For example, 
biospheres ( as defined by a system of decreasing net entropy that evolves from an abiotic to a biotic state) 
in which higher trophic level organisms ( e.g.  multicelluar and metazoan) results from stochastic processes 
that produce higher levels of organization in which one outcome is “intelligence” ( as defined by the ability 
of an organized system to process information via feedback loops).  One product of intelligence is 
technology that it turn becomes enmeshed within the continuum of the increasing organizational states of 
matter. In fact in this sense, collective intelligence becomes an organizational field ( or a chaotic attractor)  
through which  matter attains further states of complexity.  In the case of earth, the emergence of  modern 
civilization e.g. urban centers, artificial intelligence. and aerospace engineering  has expanded the 
biosphere to beyond the terrestrial radius i.e. to the “low space” orbits of satellites. It may be speculated 
that the continued expansion of the biosphere as a function of time could envelop other parts of the solar 
system through the colonization of Mars and perhaps other moons / asteroids / Kuiper belt objects  within 
the solar system.   In fact distant future extrapolation of this expansion may also include evolutionary 
permutations of terrestrial biosphere i.e. the colonization of nearby stars and eventually more distant parts 
of the galaxy. Moreover, it may be speculated that commensurate with this expansion will be the 
development of  super-advanced technologies that include engineering on an AU scale ( >1.49 x 1011 m) such 
Dyson Spheres, Blandford -Znajec structures and Einstein-Rosen bridges. 
     This paper will classify prospective technology producing exobiospheres ( TPB)  based upon stages of 
evolution and will include speculation of possible technologies within the boundaries of physical laws up to 
the asymptotic limit. 

Summary of the Janus Hypothesis

The hypothesis describes intelligence as a chaotic attractor through which matter evolves through 
higher states of organizational complexity.  Five successive states, in turn, are marked by four distinct 
bifurcation points until the asymptotic limit is reached i.e. further evolution is constrained by physical 
laws.  The hypothesis also implies that rather than evolving civilizations dominating of matter (via 
construction and engineering), that matter, in fact, dominates the evolution of civilizations along 
pathways of increasing organizational complexity. The five successive states of organization and their 
associated bifurcation points are summarized by the following taxonomy.

 1) Initial Planetary state: Characterized by the organization of matter constrained to the planet’s  
surface in which the imbedded intelligence becomes integral to the evolution of the associated 
technology producing biosphere (hence TPB). The first bifurcation point is reached when the 
developing technology breeches the escape velocity through the construction of ballistic space craft 
and the engineering of satellites extending the emerging “neural network”  to include low orbits that 
surround the planet. Communication is propagated via electro-magnetic radiation.

2) Interplanetary State: The progenitor TPB iterations expand to include moons and / or planets within 
the planetary system. Interplanetary colonization commences on one or more moons and / or planets. 
Ballistic type interplanetary transport commensurate with expansion redistributes population growth and 
colonization. The second bifurcation point is reached when a minimum of 50% of the migratory 
population is reproduced hence indigenous to a minimum of one iterated TPB. Interplanetary 
engineering commences including terraforming, the proliferation of low scale artificial satellites, space 
stations  through large scale structures including Dyson sphere to support the exponentially increasing 
energy demands  Inter-planetary Communication continues via electromagnetic radiation. 

terstellar Stage: The progenitor TPB iterations expand asymptotically  as interstellar colonization 
commences on one or more moons and/or planets within the CHZs ( Circum-orbital habitable zones)  
of especially spectral type F - M main sequence stars. Interstellar migration includes relativistic “space 
like” ballistic  and space-time deformation via Einstein_Rosen bridges and cosmic strings. The third 
bifurcation point is reached when a minimum of 50% of the migratory population is reproduced hence 
indigenous to at least one iterated TPB> Interplanetary engineering includes the proliferation of artificial 
satellites, space stations, Dyson spheres and Blandford-Znjek structures to support increasing energy 
demands. interstellar communication included quantum entanglement as networking between TPB 
expands.

Left Diagram - Julia Set: An iteration of a Mandelbrot set that represents 
the evolution of a TPB from its initial progenitor states ( spiral centers) 
through various iterated states based upon a Mandelbrot structure.This 
morphology can also represent a “top-down” implicate order from the 
Stage 3 and 4 classification in which iterated biospheres are spatially and 
temporally interconnected, then downscaling through “artificial” neural 
networks” on the Stage 1 and 2 level, to the organic microcosmic neural- 
cellular level   

The Janus hypothesis is based upon the following 
assumptions

1)As of the time of this writing, the number of exoplanets 
exceeded 3,500 with the prospect for up to 5,000 planets of 
both the terrestrial and jovian type. Hence, it is highly 
speculated that planet formation coupled with stellar genesis 
is a common event throughout the Milky Way galaxy and 
likely the cosmos.

2) Biospheres, like all phenomena (including space and time 
itself), are the macrocosmic outgrowth of microcosmic ten 
dimensional space and a quantum field encoded with “q-bits” 
of information; and that the boundary conditions for the origin 
of biospheres e.g. steady state energy sources, metals, and 
organic compounds are prolific in the cosmos.

3)A biosphere is not a phenomenon that occurs on a planet but 
evolves with a planet as the product of internal forces 
including plate tectonics and external forces including 
changes in atmospheric composition and climate.

4)Within an appropriate set of boundary conditions, intelligence 
( defined as the ability to become self aware. process 
feedback loops from the surrounding environment, and 
predict the future), hence technology is an inevitable 
outcome of a biosphere

5)Although the longevity of organisms /species are 
comparatively brief, the longevity of biospheres in turn spans 
billions of years as it iterates and expands, via intelligence / 
technology beyond its terrestrial boundaries. (The terrestrial 
biosphere has existed for four billion and has has begun 
expanding into inter-planetary space via low Earth orbits.)

Top: Energy demands for a TPB increase 
exponentially commensurate with a transition from 
a Planetary (TPB1) to an Interplanetary  (TBP 2) 
stage.
Center: A Dyson Sphere may be constructed out 
of materials associated with resident jovian 
planets. According to the Karashev Scheme the 
energy demands for a type 3 civilization may 
exceed 1038j 
Botton: As the space between TPB iterations 
increases asymptotically at the Interstellar 
(TBP3 and TBP4) it may be deformed using 
Einstein_Rosen bridges ( based upon solutions 
to Einstein’s field equations for general 
relativity).

  Strange Attractor - Above diagram:  A strange attractor ( chaos theory) represents transitional states as TPBs evolve from one state to 
the next.   For example TPB1s ( planetary) bifurcate  to TPB2s ( interplanetary) resulting in two stable states, or Stage 1 and Stage 2 of 
evolution then bifurcating through stage 3 and 4. Each orbit, in turn represents the evolution of a progenitor TBP in which the boundary 
conditions are defined by an implicate order from macrocosmic physical laws downscaled through orbits of the internal chaotic behavior of 
each TPB system.:  The The orbits are aperiodic and progressive with the exception of TBPs that decomposes due to  internal forcing e.g. 
ecological catastrophe or external forcing due to a catastrophic celestial event.

4) Galactic Stage:TPB iterates to included large populations of stars especially with then 
spectral type F - M main sequence range. The original progenitor species has evolved 
into new radii of speciation. Galactic scale engineering commences including the 
increased proliferation of satellites, space stations, terraforming including Dyson Spheres 
and Blandford-Njek structures to meet asymptotically rising energy demands. Interstellar 
travel includes ballistic “space-like” transport for a.u. scale distances, and relativistic “time 
like” ballistic transport for Ly  scale distances, and “time like” transport via space-time 
deformation i.e. a galactic scale Einstein-Rosen bridge / cosmic string network. 

Asymptotic Limit:  TBP reaches asymptotic limit. Further technological growth 
is constrained by physical laws.

                                       Ro =  Σ(  4π r 2 ) ρ (t) 
Where Ro represents the TPB growth radius as it expands and iterates;  ρ represents the 
coefficient for technological growth. 
For example, in the case of the Earth the value for R commenced with the emergence of 
agrarian culture near the end of the last glacial maximum t ≈104  yr BP ( Before 
Present) at which point R << AE   where AE = 0.3 ( 4π r 2) or the non-aqueous  surface 
area of the earth and r = Earth’s equatorial radius. 

   

             Chaos Theory:         


